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ACCOUNTING


A cash conversion cycle approach to financial forecasting. James F. Nielsen. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 8: 359-362 My 90


Accounting information systems case versus project: which supplement is preferable? Paul E. Bayes and Robert G. Morgan. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 7: 305-308 Ap 90

Accounting simulations: manual or automated?. Duane Moses. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 29-30,34 Winter 90


Certified management accountants: perceptions of the need for communication skills in accounting. Kathleen M. Hiemstra, Jacqueline J. Schmidt and Roland L. Madison. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 5-9 Dec 90

Comparison of accounting/bookkeeping tasks taught in high school accounting/bookkeeping courses with tasks performed in entry-level accounting/bookkeeping jobs. Linda Marie Stander. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988

Computer conferencing: a case study in teaching accounting information systems. Charles J. Dirksen and Truls Ostbye. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 3: 137-140 Dec 89

Differences in perceptions between controllers and managers in the lodging segment of the hospitality services industry when rating the importance of selected managerial accounting skills. James W. Damitio. Michigan State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

The effect on achievement of using microcomputer general ledger software as a problem solving tool in the Principles of Accounting I course in a community college. Dennis Patrick Greer. Utah State University, Doctoral dissertation 1989


The integration of behavioral accounting in managerial accounting and auditing courses. Le Thi Cao. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 6: 245-250 Mr 90


Meeting the needs of the accounting profession: requiring more student writing. Ronald C. Kettering. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 64-66 Nov 89


Motivating students in the introductory courses with international accounting topics. Robert Bloom. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 154-157 Jan 90

Partially prepared templates used in intermediate Accounting II: an empirical study. Orapin Duangploy. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 149-153 Jan 90

PC-accounting packages are productivity boon. Dorothy M. Pearson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 12,14,16 Sep 90


Should accountancy schools and departments adopt theory Z for their faculties? Gayle Rayburn. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 184-188 Jan 90


Update: taxpayer's bill of rights. Matthew Monippallil. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 160-163 Jun 90


Using practitioner articles to develop computer, writing, and critical thinking skills: examples from the accounting curriculum. Lucia E. Peek and George S. Peek. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 17-19 Dec 90


ACCREDITATION

Beliefs of accounting faculty/business deans at small schools regarding selected AACSB undergraduate business administration accreditation standards. Leonard J. Sliwoski. The University of North Dakota, Doctoral dissertation 1988


ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION


The growing popularity of private schools. Allan C. Ornstein. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 210-213 Jan 90

How the saber-tooth curriculum was evaluated. Laurie Brady. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 207-209 Ja 90


Negligent hiring. Todd A. DeMitchell. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 8-10 Sep/Oct 90

New-to-site superintendents' perceptions of their own evaluations. Robert Anderson and Jean S. Lavid. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 6: 276-279 Feb 90


Staff development through quality circles. Donald V. Cairns. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 2: 87-89 Nov/Dec 90


Television viewing and the role of the middle school educator. Jo M. Hendrickson, Robert A. Gable and Donna Omer. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 6: 267-270 Feb 90

This we believe about the role of the business education state supervisor. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 45, No. 1: 11-12 Oct 90


Why not a principal teacher? Harry Teitelbaum. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 2: 103-104 Nov/Dec 90

ASSOCIATIONS


"But they're volunteers"; observations on organizations. Ira A. Penn. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 3: 38-40 Jt 90

Exiting the business communication conversation: My 12.7 percent of ABC. Robert D. Gieselman. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 1 Sep 90

Leaders are the main ingredients to a successful organization. Shu Chen Tseng. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 108-109 1990 Issue

The main ingredients of leadership in a successful organization. Sheila Porterfield. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 78-83 1990 Issue

Presidential profile: Cecilia B. Walker CAM/CPS. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 8: 7-9 Oct 90


AUTOMATION

Automate to overtake postal-rate increase. Mike Maguire. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 45-46, 48-49 Sep 90

Electronic records management in state government; planning for the information age. Patricia T. Fletcher. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 4: 26-32 Oct 90

Identification of office machines used in business and industry in Williamson County. Linda L. Jeter. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989

Move over PCs: workstations want your office space. Sharon Lund O'Neil. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 21-22 Winter 90

ERGONOMICS

5 basic steps in moving an office. Rosemary Espanol. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 56, 58, 60 Ju 90
Accessories improve user comfort. William Smith. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 8: 12-13 Oct 90


Circular work stations turn chaos into comfort. Office, Vol. 111, No. 4: 93 Ap 90

Creating a perfect environment. Robert J. Gross. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 90,92 Ju 90

Enjoying your investment. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 54,56,58 Ju 90

Facility managers: knowledge is power. Robert J. Gross. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 9: 84,86 Sep 90

Flexibility is the key to office space needs. Al Schumann. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 1: 84,86 Ja 90


The Goldilocks approach to selecting office furniture. Lisa Pelayo. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 1: 12-13 Ja 90


How and when HVAC systems make sense (heating, ventilating and air-conditioning units are essential to employee health and comfort). Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 75,78 Sep 90

How office noises can be controlled. Office, Vol. 112, No. 6: 24,30 Dec 90

How to balance needs of workers and equipment. Steve Edwards. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 80,82,84-85 Sep 90

How to control the noise levels in your workplace. George L. Beiswinger. Office, Vol. 111, No. 6: 48-49,50 Ju 90

How to have a healthy office. Ronald C. Pilengo. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 78,80 My 90


In Alamo's headquarters, work areas are spacious, functional and flexible. Phil Mays. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 5: 44-45 Oct 90


Lighting systems: keep yours or start afresh? Office, Vol. 111, No. 6: 63-64 Ju 90

A logical approach to space planning. Robert Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 62,64-65,67 Mr 90
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Making your best buy (includes buyer's guide to furniture). Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 42,44,46,48,50,52 Ju 90


A maturing market parallels rise of facility managers (includes office design reference chart). Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 72,77,80,82,84 Ja 90

Office lighting: illuminating the bottom line. E.A. Wareham. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 3: 46,48,50 Mr 90

The office chair: seat of the business world. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 32 Mr 90

PC furniture positions you for greater productivity. Angela Cody. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 10: 15,19-20 Mr 90

Poor power conditions: how to conquer them. Doug Finlay. Office, Vol. 112, No. 6: 59-61 Dec 90


Rainbow effects on office planning. Roger Herman and Stewart Segall. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 12: 30-32,34 Dec 90


The sick-building syndrome and what you can do about it. Tom Jenkins. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 1: 92 Ja 90

Sitting in judgment on chairs. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 62,64,66 Nov 90


Turn on to effective lighting in the office. E.A. Wareham. Office, Vol. 112, No. 4: 79-80 Oct 90

Understanding the system. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 37,40 Ju 90


Office automation


Office automation case study on end-user microcomputing: an organization in transition. Elizabeth A. Goodrich. OSRA, Vol. 8, No. 1: 7-14 Fall 89


Perspectives on office systems curriculums. Elizabeth A. Regan. OSRA, Vol. 8, No. 1: 29-34 Fall 89


System implementation effects on users' attitudes toward data processing and office automation. Uthai Tanlamai, Peter Simis and Wallace Liu. OSRA, Vol. 8, No. 1: 1-5 Fall 89

Taking the easy way to productivity (includes office automation reference chart). Lura K. Romei. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 40,42,44-46,48 Ja 90


BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


Current status of outcomes assessment at the MBA level. Donald E. Edwards and Dalton E. Brannen. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 206-212 Feb 90


MBA of the future: generalist or specialist. Jai Ghorpade. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 8: 341-346 My 90


Personal finance and communication: a natural duo. Gary P. Harmon. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 19-20 Dec 90


Update: taxpayer's bill of rights. Matthew Monippallil. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 160-163 Ja 90

Business law

Law for life. Tim Fruth and Sharon Richardson. ABEA J, Vol. 9, No. 1: 25-29 Spring 90


Economics


Awareness, comprehension, and perceived use of unit pricing by selected groups of senior citizens. Michael Shapiro. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 1988
A comment on "economic inefficiency: a failure of economists." Cezil E. Bohanon. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 427-431* Fall 90


Did Babe Ruth have a comparative advantage as a pitcher. Edward M. Scabill. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 402-410* Fall 90


The effects of employment mobility on the state retirement benefits of college faculty members. Gary E. Kundcy. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 2: 207-221* Spring 90


Introductory class size and student performance in intermediate theory courses. Henry J. Raimondo, Louis Esposito and Irving Gershenberg. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 369-381* Fall 90


Is the United States heading toward bankruptcy? Steve Slavin. *JEB, Vol. 55, No. 5: 226-228* Feb 90


Market efficiency and student-teacher goal agreement in the high school economics course: a simultaneous choice modelling approach. George M. Vred eveld and Jin-Ho Jeong. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 3: 317-335* Summer 90


The Nobel Prize economics lectures as a teaching tool. William J. Zahka. *J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 395-401* Fall 90


Regions of the production function, returns, and economies of scale: a reply. Christopher Ross Bell. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 420-21 Fall 90


Risk love. Peter Asch and Richard E. Quandt. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 422-426 Fall 90


Using demo disks to introduce students to investment-related software. James B. Pettijohn. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 172-176 Fall 90

Usi marginal benefit curves to illustrate income and substitution effects. David N. Hyman. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 383-387 Fall 90


Would economic education be enhanced by a change in instructional personnel, course content, and/or instructional methods? Katheryn Hessinger. Colorado State University, Master's thesis 1989

General business


Entrepreneurship in Ohio. Larry E. Casterline. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 11-13 Winter 90


BUSINESS EDUCATION


Business education: are your program and school accountable? Chris Kuschel and Bill Patton. NABTE Notes, 7-9 Spring 90


A business education perspective: past...present...future. J. Curtis Hall. NABTE Yrbk, No. 28: 1-11 1990 Issue

The business educator's role in stress management. Carolyn M. Hagler. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 3-5 Ja 90


The computer as a resource tool in basic business. Dennis E. Bauer. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 19-20 Ja 90


Don't be left out. Clarence Redman. Kan Bus Tchr, Vol. 43, No. 2: 5,7 Spring 90

The feasibility of offering business courses in the middle/junior high school. Janith K. Bogart. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988

Got excited about business!. David K. Graf, Olive D. Church and Thomas B. Duff. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 7-9 Fall 89


Reaching high risk populations through business education. Donna Holmquist, Birdie H. Holder and David E. Gray. NABTE Yrbk, No. 28: 92-104 1990 Issue


The computer as a resource tool in basic business.


Adult education

A curriculum for postsecondary adult education small business ownership. Aaron Von Schultz. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1988


An exploratory study of the effects of an adult occupational and basic skills program on the quality of life of the participants. Rachel Kapelanski. Wayne State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Motivation and the adult learner—together they equal success. Linda Alfred. MBEA, 'vol. 55, No. 5: 1, 4 My 90

Perceptions of the educational needs of students older than average (SOTAS)—University of North Dakota-Lake Region. Deana Jacobsen-Heisler. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1988

Providing for adult learners (Oklahoma); Exemplary business education programs in the U.S.. Betty C. Fry. NBEA Yrbk, No. 28: 89-91 1990 Issue

R Where to find information on aging. Voc Ed J, No. 1: 26-29 Ja/Feb 90


You can go back again. Stephen R. Edmondson. NSR, Vol. 51, No. 4: 24-25 Feb 90

Career education

Help your students chart the path to successful careers in information processing. Della L. Cooper. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 52-55 1990


Preparing students for careers in the 1990's. William H. Ott. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 4-6 Spring 90


Competency-based education


Competencies required for desktop publishing position in selected St. Louis area businesses. Ratna Sinha. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989

Entry-level personal and educational competencies needed by high school students to meet requirements of hiring organizations in Republic, Missouri. Sharon Dunn. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989

Identification of competencies needed by business data processing employees at selected business environments. Lisa Hudgens. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989


Consumer education


The cultural revolution can add new dimensions to your classroom: customs, mores, issues, politics, and economics. Donna Smith Courtney and Carolou Smith Skeans. OBT, Vol. 50: 56-59 Ap 90


An exploratory Delphi investigation of the emerging international business communication field as perceived by U.S.-based experts with implications for business teacher education programs and faculties. James Calvert Scott and Diana J. Green. NABTE Rev, No. 17: 52-57 1990 Issue


Incorporating international business concepts into the basic business communication course. Daniel R. Boyd, W. Clark Ford and Stephen D. Lewis. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 59-61 Dec 90

Information technology's tortoise and hare. Anne Morddel. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 4: 46,48,58 Oct 90


International business communication: an annotated bibliography (ERIC clearinghouse on reading and communication skills). Beth G. Greene. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 76-79 Dec 90


Internationalizing education for and about business. Wanda Blockhus. NBEA Yrbk, No. 28: 105-115 1990 Issue


Managing cultural diversity. Joyce Hing-McGowan. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 2-4 Spring 90

Meeting the needs of limited English proficient students in businesseducation. Rosylin Bessard. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 9-10 Spring 90


Providing a flexible course in multicultural, international communications within a traditional university school of business. Robert O. Joy. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 61-64 Dec 90


Six unexpected inversions embedded in the multicultural classroom. Ce Ce Iandoli. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 65-66 Dec 90

Study abroad programs in business: planning, organizing, and marketing. Ahmad Tashakori and Michael Dotson. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 74-78 Nov 89


Vocational education

Back to the basics in vocational education. Mary Ellen Murray and Jeanette S. Martin. NATEBE Notes, 9-11 Spring 90


Basic skills go high tech. Anne Dees. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 1: 30-32 Ja/Feb 90


Business/education partnerships-making them work. Janet M. Treichel. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 2: 4-6 Winter 90


Coming to grips with accountability. Charles H. Brizzell. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 1: 10-11 Fall 90

Constructing and administering a survey of the community to assess vocational education needs. Kathy Barnard, R. Craig Westlund and Edward O’Brien. ABEA J, Vol. 9, No. 1: 7-14 Spring 90


Education is everybody’s business. Carolyn Vesper. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 2: 7-9 Winter 90

Employment concerns and career path characteristics of women vocational educators. Rita Davis. University of Kentucky, Doctoral dissertation 1989

Functional context education: integrating vocational and academic basic skills training. Thomas G. Sticht. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 25, 27 Winter 90


Helping schools say no. Mary Johnson. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 2: 24-25 Mr 90

Helping students breathe easier. Sarah C. Wallace. Wc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 7: 28-29 Mr 90


Identification of government sponsored vocational education programs which have been effective in assisting female graduates find employment. Glenda S. Noble. Southern Illinois University, Master’s thesis 1989


Moving toward technology education and the business education cluster. Mary H. Pettaway and Ron LaCross. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1, 8 Ja 90

One who cooperates. Dorothy M. Goodman. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 2: 12-14 Winter 90


Speaking out for our future. C. LeMoyne Smith. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 1: 5-9 Fall 90


Why applied academics? Dale Parnell. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 1: 12-14 Fall 90


BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

The advent of the executive workstation. Jane Cimo. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1, 11 Ja 90

Application development centers: their history and contribution to office automation. Jim Hobuss. OSRA J, Vol. 8, No. 1: 15-21 Fall 89

An approach to entrepreneurship training (Arkansas); Exemplary business education programs in the U.S.


A career roadmap: running the show. Harvey Mackay. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 7: 12 J1 90


Consultants provide an objective view of your information systems. Walter A. Kleinschrod. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 2: 44, 46-47 J1 90

A corporate decision: relocate or renovate?. Office, Vol. 112, No. 4: 71-72 Oct 90


A day at the mall. Lawrence D. Pfrogner. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 2: 32-33 Mr 90

The development of information systems planning towards a mature management tool. Robert A. Stegwee and Ria M. C. Van Waes. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 3: 8-21 Summer 90


Facility managers: knowledge is power. Robert J. Gross. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 9: 84, 86 Sep 90


Flexibility is the key to helping business. Richard D. Reinhold. Office, Vol. 111, No. 1: 48 Ja 90

Food services dish out productivity increases. James S. Pond. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 5: 56, 58, 60 Oct 90

Gateways to the future. Jeff Swain. WP Mag, 42-46 Nov 90


The key to success. Rosabeth Moss Kanter. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 2: 10, 12 Feb 90

Latest AMS Foundation survey finds: one-third of nation's employers have or are considering drug testing. Joseph E. McKendrick. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 3-4 Mr/ Ap 90


Managerial employment and information technology--an exploration of organizational dynamics. Jonathan A. Morell and David Sutherland. OSRAJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 15-25 Spring 90


Marshal your resources with project management software. Robert Miller. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 8: 22, 24-25 Ja 90

The microcomputer as an effective decision support tool in managerial productivity. Vivek Shah, Joan C. Roderick and Gary D. Buckner. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 197-201 Feb 90


Pare your overhead costs to increase profitability. David K. Lindo. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 74, 76, 78-79 Nov 90

Partnerships and progress. Rosabeth Moss Kanter. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 14, 18 Apr 90


The quiet revolution. Rosabeth Moss Kanter. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 14, 16 May 90

The rise of the new organization: doing business in the 1990s: it was never like this before. Robert W. Goddard. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 1: 3-5 Jan/Feb 90


Take a day to look at work and life anew. Stephen Ash. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 27 Mar/Apr 90


Total quality management: Part II A challenge for today's educators. Victoria L. Slynwka. MBAE, Vol. 55, No. 5: 9, 11 My 90

Trends in the basic course in organizational communication. R. Wayne Pace, Paula Michal-Johnson and Gordon E. Mills. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 43-49 Dec 90

Understanding organizational communication: applying the four frame approach. Thomas E. Harris. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 50-54 Dec 90


Update: taxpayer's bill of rights. Matthew Monippallil. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 160-163 Jan 90

The values of restructuring. Rosabeth Moss Kanter. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 3: 12-13 Mr 90

What bankers have to say about business planning! Jerry Moorman. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 4 7-8 Mr 90


Mail management

Assignment: develop a mail center that works. James Rhodes. Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 74 Sep 90

Automate to overtake postal-rate increase. Mike Maguire. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 45-46, 48-49 Sep 90


The courier industry’s overnight sensation. Angela Cody. Today’s Off, Vol. 24, No. 10: 50, 52 Mr 90

Even the mailroom is condensed at “Digest.” Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 36 Sep 90

Folders and inserters give mailrooms an automatic advantage. Steve Davis. Today’s Off, Vol. 25, No. 1: 46, 48 Ju 90

For mailroom efficiency try first-class planning. G. Gordon Long. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 56, 58, 60-61 Mr 90

Hand-held computers speed mail delivery. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 22, 24 Apr 90

High speed labeling brings high productivity. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 7: 44, 46 Jul 90


Inserting equipment gives Amoco a well-oiled customer service center. Today’s Off, Vol. 25, No. 1: 49-51 Jun 90


The mailroom: is it your friend or foe? Anne Lexington. Office, Vol. 112, No. 6: 46, 48-49 Dec 90

No stamp of approval for badly run mailrooms. Sandra Sopko. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 32,38 My 90


Should you outsource your corporate mail operation? Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 72-73 Sep 90


A three-pronged strategy to secure future use of USPS. Anthony M. Frank. Office, Vol. 111, No. 1: 50 Ja 90


Trends that will affect the processing of mail. Thomas Jr. Richey. Office, Vol. 111, No. 1: 59 Ja 90


Office security/safety

Access control systems that are hard to beat. Rick Friedman. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 79-81 Mr 90


Shred it! Vivian Levine. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 1: 14-16 Ja 90

Shredders are effective if security is in place. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 30,32 Aug 90

Shredders provide both security, peace of mind. Charlotte Caseb Dzujna. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 86-87 Mr 90


Sources on safety. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 2: 44-47 Mr 90


Why "white collar" doesn't mean "danger-free". Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 49-50,52 My 90

Personnel management


Are you scoring points in the confidence game? Hank Hudson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 20,22 Mr 90

Becoming a success as a new manager. Lin Grensing. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 88,90 My 90

Office management

Copier control systems: an investment in saving (includes buyer's guide to copier control systems). Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 91-92,94,97-98 Mr 90


How to balance needs of workers and equipment. Steve Edwards. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 80,82,84-85 Sep 90


Office services through facilities management. Curtis F. Stiles. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 46 Mr 90


Personnel management


Are you scoring points in the confidence game? Hank Hudson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 20,22 Mr 90

Becoming a success as a new manager. Lin Grensing. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 88,90 My 90
Do managers create their own problems? Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 48,56 Sep 90


Don’t let them out the door without an exit interview. Lin Grensing. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 11-13 Mr/Ap 90

Employee assistance programs: an idea whose time has come. Michael J. Major. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 3: 76,78,80-81 Mr 90


Focus on individual needs to keep your good people. Roger E. Herman. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 4: 48,50,52 Ap 90


How mistakes are made in employee selection. Lin Grensing. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 8: 8,10 Aug 90


Identification of personal characteristics desired in office supervisors at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Diana C. Baskin. Southern Illinois University, Master’s thesis 1989

"I’m overqualified, bored and quitting!” Pre-employment tests can match the right applicant to the right job. Marlene Brown. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 14-15 Mr/Ap 90

Inherited staff. Margaret Russell. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 1: 18-20,22 Ja 90

In-house foodservice: to your good health. Mark Rowh. Office, Vol. 111, No. 6: 59-60 Ju 90


Knowing your limits: how far can you go when checking an applicant’s background? Joseph W. Ambash. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 8-10 Mr/Ap 90


Mentoring: before you volunteer. Shayne Schneider. Clearings, Vol. 64, No. 1: 11-12 Sep/Oct 90


Motivational fallacies. Lin Grensing. OffSys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 70,72,74 Sep 90


Resourceful software boosts HR efficiency. Patrick Panchak. Mod OffTech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 76,78,80 Apr 90

The role communication plays in developing and reducing Organizational stress and burnout. Pamela R. Johnson and Julie Indvik. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 1: 5-9 Mr 90


Stop taking a beating: eliminate most of those interruptions by your employees. Jeffrey P. Davidson. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 16-17 Mr/Ap 90

Take nothing for granted: check applicants’ background and references -- thoroughly. Lois Vander Waerdt. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 5-7 Mr/Ap 90

Trouble in the American workplace: the team player concept strikes out! Dee Dee O’Connor. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 2: 12-14 Ap 90


When promotions come up, do you look in or out? Lin Grensing. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 14-16 Nov 90


Temporary help services


High-tech temps aid a high tech workplace. Lura K. Romei. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 50 Nov 90

How to achieve the most in temporary services. Mary Brooks. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 74-76 Ju 90

Office temps are no longer 'fill-ins'. Rick Friedman. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 21-22 Nov 90


Secretarial services to the rescue. Melanie Noonan. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 6: 6-8 Ju/JI 90
Special section on temporary services (Knowing the basics; Selecting the right services; Guide to major national temporary service firms; Forging a continuing relationship.) Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 2: 29-30,32-34,36,40,43 Feb 90


Temporary help in the age of specialization. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 56,58,60 Aug 90


Time management


Managing one's priorities and use of time results in more available time. Donna Smith Courtney and Carolou Smith Skeans. OBT, Vol. 49: 38-40 Ap 89

Managing time and money with the computer's help. Darryl C. Rehr. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 82-84 Mr 90

Orchestrating your time. Carol Lynn Bell and Brian H. Kleiner. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 1: 4-6,22 Ja 90

Time-management software helps you get organized. Robert Miller. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 4: 48, 50 Sep 90


CERTIFICATION


An exploration of the requirements for certification in business education, testing requirements, and reciprocity in the fifty states. Iva May Larsen. University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Doctoral dissertation 1989

COMMUNICATIONS


A+ for style: term papers with WordPerfect. Shirley A. kwood. WP Mag, 67-68, 70 Dec 90

A keeping criticism gracefully. Joan Linder. Sec, Vol. 5, No. 5: 29 My 90

An annotated reference list of publications relating to international business communications: expanding horizons beyond traditional business communication sources. James Calvert Scott. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 72-76 Dec 90


Dictation systems give voice to digital technology. Walter A. Kleinschrod. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 10: 24,26,29-30 Mr 90

The effect of nonverbal communication on students' encoding of kinesics. Thomas E. Keohan. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989


Enhancing children's vocabularies. John Follman. Clearings, Vol. 63, No. 7: 329-332 Mr 90


Personal finance and communication: a natural duo. Gary P. Harmon. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 19-20 Dec 90


Trends in the basic course in organizational communication. R. Wayne Pace, Paula Michal-Johnson and Gordon E. Mills. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 43-49 Dec 90


Understanding organizational communication: applying the four frame approach. Thomas E. Harris. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 50-54 Dec 90

What employers want in communication skills. Joan Whittemore Blank and Judith Schukz Voiers. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 15-17 Fall 90


Business communication, general

Administrative communication: its significance and its contents. Marcia L. James. OSRAJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 9-14 Spring 90

Analyzing ethical issues: essential ingredient in the business communication course of the 1990s. Barbara A. Spencer and Carol M. Lehman. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 7-16 Sep 90

Because I'm worth it! Tina G. Wenzel. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 6: 14-15 Ju/Jl 90


Beyond a concept of a communication process. Andrew S. Targowski. 1 Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 1: 75-87 Winter 90


Communication about people with disabilities: does the language we use make a difference? Lisa Tyler. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 65-67 Sep 90


Employee benefit packages: how understandable are they? Jerry Haar and Sharon Kossack. J Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 2: 185-200 Spring 90


Finding the right job (job search strategies). Rella Rizutti. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 15 Mr 90

First-line managers/supervisors' perceptions and business communication faculty's perceptions of communication skills needed by first-line managers/supervisors. Martha Eaton Maddox. University of Georgia, Doctoral dissertation 1989

Gender as a variable in managerial communication: an annotated bibliography of empirical research in the 1990s. Margaret Ann Baker. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 80-83 Sep 90


Incorporating international business concepts into the basic business communication course. Daniel R. Boyd, W. Clark Ford and Stephen D. Lewis. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 59-61 Dec 90

International business communication: an annotated bibliography (ERIC clearinghouse on reading and communication skills). Beth G. Greene. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 76-79 Dec 90

Is it time to move on? (job search strategies). M. Kay duPont. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 7 14-15 Mr 90


Major business communication challenges and their importance as perceived by members of the Association for Business Communication. Diana J. Green. Utah State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Providing a flexible course in multicultural, international communications within a traditional university school of business. Robert O. Joy. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 61-64 Dec 90


The role communication plays in developing and reducing organizational stress and burnout. Pamela R. Johnson and Julie Indvik. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 1: 5-9 Mr 90


A study investigating the use of an instructional guide for punctuation to improve students' ability to punctuate business correspondence. Suzanne Carole Kuniskmae. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Teaching business communication skills at community colleges. Susan Aranoff. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 53-55 Nov 89

Teaching the legal aspects of business communication. Jules Harcourt. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 63-64 Sep 90


Using general semantics principles to clarify the corporate culture concept. Vera M. Hummel and Roy A. Cook. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 38-42 Dec 90


The value of business communications as perceived by business administration graduates. Jean C. Swanson and Neil E. Swanson. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 168-171 Ja 90


Business communication, listening


It's time to listen up & get the message right. Tom Jenkins. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 68,71-72 Mr 90

Perceptions of effective listeners: a management study. Judi Brownell. I Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 4: 401-415 Fall 90

Will a significant change take place in the listening skills of high school students after they complete a unit in listening? Joyce A. Pinnell. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989

Business communication, reading

Analyzing annual reports. Alyce Hochhalter. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 25-27 Dec 90


Writing by number: teaching students to read the balance sheet. Mary Cross. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 21-24 Dec 90

Business communication, speaking

Explanations in negative messages: more insights from speech act theory. Kim Sydow Campbell. J Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 4: 357-375 Fall 90


Interviewing strategies that get results. Michael Trimble and Brian H. Kleiner. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 5: 30 My 90

The job search: it's more than an interview. Jennie Best. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 6: 12-13 Ju/Jl 90


The sales demonstration. Doris Van Horn-Christopher. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 28-29 Dec 90

Teaching business students how to win the interview game. Marion Stanton Webb. OBT, Vol. 49: 54-60 Ap 89


Business communication, writing


Collaborating in a pressure cooker. Terry R. Bacon. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 2: 4-8 Ju 90


Enhancing communication with effective page design and typography. Pat R. Graves and Jack E. Murry. DPE INSTR, Vol. 6, No. 3: 1-6 Summer 90


Faculty perceptions of stress and coping strategies in the teaching of business and professional writing. Joseph F. Ceccio. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 1: 17-20 Mr 90
Fargo, North Dakota/Moorhead, Minnesota and Grand Forks, North Dakota/East Grand Forks, Minnesota personnel directors' preferences for resume content of entry-level secretaries. Genelle F. Jacobson. Moorhead State University, Master's thesis 1989


Ideas and resources for implementing peer evaluation of writing in the classroom. David Lynch, Steven Golen and Kimberley Brady. DPE Instr, Vol. 6, No. 2: 1-4 Spring 90


Important factors that influence employers when screening resumes. Carol Montthei. Colorado State University, Master's thesis 1989

In-class collaborative cases. Debbie A. Renshaw. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 2: 63-65 Ju 90


The ins and outs of headers and footers. George G. King. WP Mag, 57-59 Ju 90

Integration of microcomputers in collegiate written business communication courses. Christine Irvine. Oklahoma State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

Letters you'll love. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, 15-18 Feb 90

Manager perceptions of the nature of business report preparation within the apparel industry. Janet Lane Williams. University of Georgia, Doctoral dissertation 1989


One teacher's trash is another's treasure (junk mail). Marilyn A. Dyrud. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 30-33 Dec 90


Promoting creative tension within collaborative writing groups. Helen Rothschild Ewald and Virginia MacCallum. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 2: 23-26 Ju 90

A revised correspondence course in business communications. Sandy Braathen. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1989

Say it from the heart: create your own greeting cards with WordPerfect. Mary Ann Venable. WP Mag, 21-24 Nov 90


So that's who you are: an exercise that moves students from "I" to "you" in persuasive writing. Peggy Mulvihill. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 57-59 Sep 90

Student writing: can the machine maim the message? Marcia Peoples Hallio. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 4: 16-19, 45 Ja 90

Students can exercise their right to write! Marilyn L. Satterwhite. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 45, No. 1: 24-26 Oct 90

A survey of the frequency, types, and importance of writing tasks in four career areas. Mary K. Kirtz and Diana C. Reep. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 3-4 Dec 90


Using annual reports to introduce professional writing style. Paula J. Pomerenke. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 25 Dec 90

Using basic linguistics to control ambiguity in labor agreements. T. P. Murphy. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 34-38 Dec 90

Using grammar-checking software to help evaluate student writing. Berle Haggblade and Richard Lacy. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 15-17 Spring 90

Using practitioner articles to develop computer, writing, and critical thinking skills: examples from the accounting curriculum. Lucia E. Peek and George S. Peek. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 17-19 Dec 90

Using the enthymeme to emphasize ethics in professional writing courses. Martin J. Jacobi. J Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 3: 273-292 Summer 90

Promoting creative tension within collaborative writing groups. Helen Rothschild Ewald and Virginia MacCallum. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 2: 23-26 Ju 90

A revised correspondence course in business communications. Sandy Braathen. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1989

Say it from the heart: create your own greeting cards with WordPerfect. Mary Ann Venable. WP Mag, 21-24 Nov 90


So that's who you are: an exercise that moves students from "I" to "you" in persuasive writing. Peggy Mulvihill. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 57-59 Sep 90

Student writing: can the machine maim the message? Marcia Peoples Hallio. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 4: 16-19, 45 Ja 90

Students can exercise their right to write! Marilyn L. Satterwhite. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 45, No. 1: 24-26 Oct 90

A survey of the frequency, types, and importance of writing tasks in four career areas. Mary K. Kirtz and Diana C. Reep. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 3-4 Dec 90


Using annual reports to introduce professional writing style. Paula J. Pomerenke. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 25 Dec 90

Using basic linguistics to control ambiguity in labor agreements. T. P. Murphy. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 34-38 Dec 90

Using grammar-checking software to help evaluate student writing. Berle Haggblade and Richard Lacy. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 15-17 Spring 90

Using practitioner articles to develop computer, writing, and critical thinking skills: examples from the accounting curriculum. Lucia E. Peek and George S. Peek. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 17-19 Dec 90

Using the enthymeme to emphasize ethics in professional writing courses. Martin J. Jacobi. J Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 3: 273-292 Summer 90

Writing across the business education curriculum. Mary Ellen Guffey. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 20-22 Spring 90

Writing across the curriculum. Patricia D. Bedker. Voc Ed 1, Vol. 65, No. 2: 40 Mr 90

Writing across the curriculum techniques in computer information systems. Marguerite K. Summers. Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 43-46 Summer 90

Writing across the disciplines: applications to the accounting classroom. David E. Stout, Donald E Wygal and Katharine T. Hoff. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 10-16 Dec 90


Writing professional codes of ethics to introduce ethics in business writing. Bruce W. Speck. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 21-26 Sop 90

Writing with style: fast formatting aids for authors. Scott Jon McHardy. WP Meg, 89-90, 92 Nov 90

You're hired, getting a job with stylish resumes. Shirley Arandia Rockwood. WP Mag, 55-57 11 90

Business English/spelling


A determination of the correlation between student proficiency in En G 111 and EnG 120 and OBE 286. Vivian Lynn Owen. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989


Electronic mail

Electronic mail cuts through the paper bottleneck. Robert Miller. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 3: 28,30-31 Aug 90

Electronic mail gives users many options. William M. E Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 62,64-66 Nov 90

Electronic mail - teaching it by using it. Lynn E. Wasson. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 15-17 Ja 90

Factors which influence electronic mail use. Anne Calvert Patchell Cran. University of Georgia, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Telecommunications

Are your graduates professionals on the telephone? Irene Francka. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 6-7 Ja 90


Bits and pieces (on telecommunications and other information distribution topics). Belden Menkus. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 150, 152 Ja 90


Call distribution boosts cable company's ratings. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 10: 54,56 Oct 90


Cellular telephone use can be dangerous. Belden Menkus. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 8: 60,62 Aug 90


Getting the most from your phone system. Julie Johnson. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 6-8 Mr 90


1990 Business Education Index

The importance of selected telecommunication management job functions as perceived by telecommunication managers of Fortune 500 companies. Roberta Irene Ackerson. Oklahoma State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Key systems open up communications possibilities. Steve Davis. Today’s Off, Vol. 24, No. 10: 43-45 Mr 90


Outsource, share or purchase: which to choose? Thomas Hargadon. Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 26 Sep 90

The PC-LAN bridge for communication. G. Gordon Long. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 2: 80, 82, 84 Feb 90

The role of telecommunications in the automated office as perceived by professional secretaries compared to professors in NABTE-member institutions. Marilyn R. Chalupa. University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Teach telecommunications through electronic bulletin boards. Liz Voorhees. Kan Bus Tchr, Vol. 43, No. 2: 8-9 Spring 90

Teaching telephone techniques. Susan Roberts Wise. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 33-34 Fall 90


Telephone systems: expensive but worth it. Paul W. ice, Vol. 111, No. 2: 12, 14 Feb 90


Training your staff in telecommunications. Cheryl Byrnes. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 74, 76, 78 Mr 90


CURRICULUM

The 1990’s—high tech solutions will drive profits/careers. Anna Laura Bennington. ABEA J, Vol. 9, No. 1: 36-39 Spring 90


Business education: a number one priority for the general curriculum. Donald L. Moore and Raenelle Hanes. NBEA Yrbk, No. 28: 151-159 1990 Issue


Curriculum design with an eye to the future. Janice M. Hopper. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 13-15 Spring 90


How the saber-tooth curriculum was evaluated. Laurie Brady. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 207-209 Jan 90

A key to the future: microcomputer applications. Jan Patton. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 31-32 Fall 90


Modifications that should be made in the Missouri Secretarial/Office Technology Curriculum Guide. Barbara A. Luna. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989

Personal computing proficiency as a business school prerequisite. Doris Duncan. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 31, No. 1: 13-17 Fall 90


Research to support marketing curricula. Lisa M. Fischer. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 4: 16-17 Mr 90

A revised correspondence course in business communications. Sandy Braathen. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1989


A study of the current status of the shorthand curriculum at Southwest Missouri high schools. Donna K. Elliott. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989

Teacher perceptions of the business education program in the 6-3-3-4 System of Education in Sokoto State, Nigeria. Abdullahi Danzakali. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989


Colleges and universities

Are collegiate business programs adequately preparing students for the business world? M. Ronald Buckely, E. Brian Peach and William Weitzel. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 101-105 Dec 89

A business administration curriculum should include taxation as a required core course. Lawrence Van Horn. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 181-183 Jan 90

Business curricular design and general education requirements: research findings and implications. Peggy D. Brewer. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 222-225 Feb 90


Integrating practitioners into graduate coursework in accounting. Sandra D. Byrd, David B. Byrd and Richard L. Nichols. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 56-59 Nov 89


Technology--Program course approaches (Connecticut); Exemplary business education
The feasibility of offering business courses in the middle/junior high school. Janith K. Bogart. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988


Postsecondary/community college

Alternate pedagogical approach to teaching a business school computer concepts course. Patricia Veasey D'Souza. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 57-61 Summer 90


Teaching business communication skills at community colleges. Susan Aranoff. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 53-55 Nov 89

Secondary/high school


Do additional expenditures increase achievement in the high school economics class? Jane S. Lopus. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 3: 277-286 Summer 90


EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS


The community college and the computer: behind widespread integration into instruction. Don Doucette. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 5: 12-14, 51, 54-56 Feb 90

Declining enrollments: Michigan study focuses on the decrease of computer majors. David J. Steenstra and Nancy E. Hogg. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 189-190 Ja 90


The growing popularity of private schools. Allan C. Ornstein. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 210-213 Ja 90

The historical development of the business and vocational education department at the University of North Dakota from August 1884 to May 1988. Jacquelyn Lee Gumeringer. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1988


Comparison of accounting/bookkeeping tasks taught in high school accounting/bookkeeping courses with tasks performed in entry-level accounting/bookkeeping jobs. Linda Marie Slander. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988


The effect of organizational structure upon the job satisfaction of business education teachers in selected

Emerging competencies needed by the information processing employee in the year 2000. Louise Rickman and Jo Behymer. NABTE Rev, No. 16: 32-34 1989-90 Issue

Employment concerns and career path characteristics of women vocational educators. Rita Davis. University of Kentucky, Doctoral dissertation 1988

Equal employment opportunity in America: teaching the basics to managers and supervisors. John P. Kohl and David B. Stephens. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 3: 120-124 Dec 89

Equal pay for equal work: does it really exist in Oklahoma City? William H. Roberts (independent study - for copy, contact Central State University, Oklahoma)

Finding the right job (job search strategies). Rella Rizutti. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 15 Mr 90


How mistakes are made in employee selection. Lin Grensing. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 8: 8, 10 Aug 90


Interviewing strategies that get results. Michael Trimble and Brian H. Kleiner. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 6: 9-11 Ju/Jl 90

Is it time to move on? (job search strategies). M. Kay duPont. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 14-15 Mr 90


The job search: it's more than an interview. Jennie Best. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 6: 12-13 Ju/Jl 90

Knowing your limits: how far can you go where checking an applicant's background? Joseph W. Ambash. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 8-10 Mr/Ap 90

Knowledge and skills suitable for entry in the information industry. Thomas V. Atkins and Nicholas C. Georgantzas. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 81-88 Nov 89


One marriage, two careers. Connie Sitterly and Beth Whitley Duke. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 2: 9-11 Mr 90

Perceptions of word processing operators at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Illinois, toward newly developed civil service examinations. Jeri Novara. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989

Portfolios can be students' passport to employment. Louise M. Dube. Bal Sheet, Vol. 72, No. 2: 26-27 Winter 90

Position titles and major strengths and weaknesses of four-year office administration graduates as perceived by personnel directors of business organizations in the mid-South. Connie Forde. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 114-121 1990


Secretarial pay practices show promise. N. Elizabeth Fried. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 9: 12, 14, 24 Nov/Dec 90


A study of the educational needs of future Arkansas employees based on information obtained from selected professional leaders in business, industry, and education. Catherine S. Devero. University of Arkansas, Doctoral dissertation 1988

A study to determine the job competencies and attitudes desired by employers of entry-level office workers in the Newark business community. Renee R. Johnson. Montclair State College, Master's thesis 1988

Survey shows: secretaries do it all. Barry Wishner. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 7: 27-29 Aug/Sept 90

Take nothing for granted: check applicants' background and references -- thoroughly. Lois Vander Waerd. Mgmt W, Vol. 19, No. 2: 5-7 Mr/Ap 90
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Job satisfaction


A survey to determine the job satisfaction of selected secondary marketing education teachers in Nebraska. Ken R. Radke. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1988

Occupational information


EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Accessories can civilize your PC. Angela Cody. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 4: 52-54 Sep 90


Acquiring a copier to fit your needs. Joe Marco. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 35-36,38,40 Mr 90

The advent of the executive workstation. Lorelei Allaire. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1-9 Ja 90


Are some technologies overold? Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 45-46 Sep 90


Boosting productivity: copiers for the smaller business. James J. Miller. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 4: 12,16 Apr 90

Buyers' guide to PC & business computers. Office, Vol. 112, No. 4: 96-100 Oct 90

Buying the paper for your office. Lura K. Romei. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 2: 62,64 Feb 90


Choosing the right printer. WP Mag, 40, 42-43 Oct 90

Computer printers gain from technical advances. Ellen Braun. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 70, 72-73 Nov 90


Determining your color copying needs. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 20-21 Apr 90

Dictation is keeping up with the way we think. Michael F. Leisley. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 28-29 Ju 90


Digital ir dictation's future. Francis J. Lavoie. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 82,84,86 Apr 90


Electronic typewriters are alive and well, thank you! (includes buyer's guide to electronic typewriters). Janet Endrijonas. Office, Vol. 111, No. 6: 72-73,75-77 Ju 90
Electronic typewriters push the technology envelope. Lura K. Romei. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 56,58 My 90

The fabulous fax shows no signs of standing pat. Mark Rowh. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 48,50 My 90

Fax machines are tops as business essentials. Jacquelyn Denalli. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 90,92-93 Sep 90


Fax users to benefit from evolving market. Judith A. Pirani. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 7: 36,38,40-41 Ji 90

Fax without fear: the choice is yours (advertising insert). Sherli Evans. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: BC3-5 My 90


Freestanding furniture measures up. Ray Allegrezza. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 3: 5,8,11 Aug 90


The Goldilocks approach to selecting office furniture. Lisa Pelayo. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 1: 12-13 Ja 90

Group 3 set off the fax explosion. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 50,53-54 My 90


Identification of office machines used in business and industry in Williamson County. Linda L. Jeter. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989


Innovations make the copier more valuable (includes buyers' guide to copying equipment). Ray Nikolaison. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 40,42,44,46,50,52 Ji 90

JCB chooses printers for microfilmed drawings. IMC J, Vol. 26, No. 2: 19-20 Mr/Ap 90

Laptops define where your workplace can be. Robert Moskowitz. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 8: 17-18,20 Aug 90

Laptops, palmtops--which computer are you buying? Patrick J.O'Connor. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 14,19-20 My 90

Laser printers and software are a winning combination. Roger Hart. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 31,33,37 Ju 90

Laser printers getting a firm hold on desktops. Rick Friedman. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 52,54 My 90

Lettering and binding add the finished touch. Darryl C. Rehr. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 40,42,44,46,50,52 Ju 90

Lettering (perfect) enhancing office communications. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 74 Ap 90


A look to the future. WP Mag, 52, 54, 58 Oct 90


Making the most of your copiers. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 7: 42 Ji 90


Office calculators are keyed to 1990s. Leone Johnson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 4: 37-38, 40 Ap 90


Papers for the office are meeting high-tech's needs. Anne Lexington. Office, Vol. 111, No. 4: 59-60 Apr 90


PCs, printers and software spell desktop publishing. Kermit Metzner. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 7: 82,84-85 Jul 90

Philips offers new dictation units. Office, Vol. 112, No. 3: 76-77 Sep 90


The power of paper. Al Lautenslager. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 9: 15-16 Nov/Dec 90


Printer ribbons have an impact on your documents. James S. Pond. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 3: 21-23 Aug 90

Protecting computers from erratic power. Margaret A. Rodenberg. Office, Vol. 112, No. 6: 12, 14, 16-17 Dec 90

Reaching high risk populations through business education. Donna Holquist, Birdie H. Holder and David E. Gray. NBEA Yrbk, No. 28: 92-104 1990


Shredders are effective if security is in place. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 30,32 Aug 90

Shredders prove their worth as new uses emerge. Sean Winfield. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 78, 80 Nov 90


Shredders: the cutting edge of loss management. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 9: 68,70,72,74,76,78 Sep 90


There are advantages in leasing office equipment. William Atkinson. Office, Vol. 112, No. 2: 54-55 Jan 90

There are advantages to renting computers. Rick Friedman. Office, Vol. 112, No. 4: 76-77 Oct 90


Time recorders have many applications. Dan Bowers. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 12: 40-43 Dec 90


Users will have a choice as printer costs decline. Samuel Jay Kalow. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 74-75 Nov 90

Versatility, specialization are 24-pins' strengths. Patricia L. Panchak. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 9: 48,50 Sep 90


What are the real costs of copying? (includes buyers guide to office copiers). Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 7: 28-29,32,34,36,38,40 Jul 90


When is it time to upgrade your office copier? Mark Randel. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 14, 16 Nov 90

Where to buy your laser printer. WP Mag, 44, 46 Oct 90

Why buy a laser printer? WP Mag, 35-37 Oct 90


Writing instruments make their mark. Patricia M. Fernberg. Mod OffTech, Vol. 35, No. 9: 62, 66 Sep 90

GENERAL EDUCATION


Awareness, comprehension, and perceived use of unit pricing by selected groups of senior citizens. Michael Shapiro. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Basic skills go high tech. Anne Dees. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 1: 30-32 Ja/Feb 90


The breakfast club. Marlena Johnson. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 9: 393-394 My 90


Business curricular design and general education requirements: research findings and implications. Peggy D. Brewer. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 222-225 Feb 90


Economically illiterate youth: how educators can provide basic consumer and financial literacy. Anna Bigham Morgan. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 120-126 1990


Helping schools say no. Mary Johnson. Voc Ed J, Vol. 65, No. 2: 24-25 Mr 90

High school reform: playing not to lose. Bill Heron. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 13-16 Sep/Oct 90

How critical is critical thinking? Kerry S. Walters. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 57-60 Sep/Oct 90


Improving bees and similar contests. Gerald S. Hanna. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 226-228 Ja 90

Improving reading skills in science. James W. Stockard. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 2: 105-106 Nov/Dec 90


Leadership in the business classroom. Thomas H. Inman. NATEBE Notes, 2-3 Spring 90


The lively art of reading aloud to students. Edward J. Dwyer and Rebecca Isbell. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 3: 111-113 Nov 89


Mentoring: before you volunteer. Shayne Schneider. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 11-12 Sep/Oct 90


Promoting media literacy in the high school social science curriculum. Don Snead, K. Tim Wulfemeyer...
and Daniel Riffe. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 36-38 Sep/Oct 90


The science of reading as applied to the reading of science. Richard G. Duran. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 25-27 Sep/Oct 90

The secondary school cheerleader and ritualized sexual exploitation. J.C. Bennett. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 4-7 Sep/Oct 90


Teaching technical skills in the psychomotor domain. Ron E. McBride, Carl C. Gabbard and Glenn Miller. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 197-201 Ja 90


What I read over my summer vacation: readings on cultural diversity. Michael Chimes and Peter Schmidt. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 44-46 Sep/Oct 90

Why applied academics? Dale Parnell. BalSheet, Vol. 72, No. 1: 12-14 Fall 90


GUIDANCE & COUNSELING

The busking credit: forward to the basics. James M. Haines. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 3: 140-141 Nov 89

The role of the high school English teacher: mentor and academic. Alexander J. Toth. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 5: 196 Ja 90

HUMAN RELATIONS


How to get your boss to change. Joan H. Linder. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 16,18 Mr 90


A solution to the soft skills shortage. Jolene D. Sriver and Chris Katsaropoulos. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 7,9 Fall 90

Ethics

Analyzing ethical issues: essential ingredient in the business communication course of the 1990s. Barbara A. Spencer and Carol M. Lehman. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 7-16 Sep 90


Teaching business ethics—a conceptual approach. Andrew T. Nappi. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 4: 177-180 Ja 90

Toward a code of ethics: social relevance and the professionalization of records management. J. Michael Pemberton and Lee O. Pendergraft. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 2: 3-6-8,10-11,15 Ap 90

Using the enthymeme to emphasize ethics in professional writing courses. Martin J. Jacobi. J Bus Com, Vol. 27, No. 3: 273-292 Summer 90

Writing professional codes of ethics to introduce ethics in business writing. Bruce W. Speck. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 21-26 Sep 90


Personality

Personality differences between marketing students and those in other business fields. Scott J. Vitell, Frank A. Wiebe and Anusorn Singhapakdi. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 7: 293-297 Ap 90

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT/PROCESSING

Accessing information is a growing global asset. Erik Mortensen. Office, Vol. 111, No. 4: 41-42,45 Ap 90

The advent of the executive workstation. Lorelei Allaire. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1,9 Ja 90

Alternate pedagogical approach to teaching a business school computer concepts course. Patricia Vessey D’Souza. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 57-61 Summer 90


The colibratory: the network as testbed for a distributed electronic library. Ronald L. Larsen. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 5: 22-23, 35-37 Feb 90

Commitment to excellence: application of an expert system shell for increasing motivation. Shiori Sakamoto. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 24-26 Spring 90


A comparison of spreadsheets usage in Management Information Systems (MIS) depts. of selected U.S. top 1,000 companies and spreadsheets courses taught in MIS departments of member institutions of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Ewuigem Lomo-David. Memphis State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


Consultants provide an objective view of your information systems. Walter A. Kleinschrod. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 2: 44,46-47 JI 90


Data entry: a business skill in demand. Mel Hynek. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 41-43,52 Fall 89


The development of information systems planning towards a mature management tool. Robert A. Stegwee and Ria M.C. Van Waes. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 3: 8-21 Summer 90

Don't panic! A worry-free guide to error messages. Angela Ash and Troy Wagstaff. WP Mag, 35-37 Ag 90


The effects of computer-mediated communication on inter-departmental relationships: propositions for research. Richard D. Hauser and Terry A. Byrd. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 4: 30-40 Fall 90

Emerging competencies needed by the information processing employee in the year 2000. Louise Rickman and Jo Behymer. NABTE Rev, No. 16: 32-34 1989-90 Issue


Help your students chart the path to successful careers in information processing. Della L. Cooper. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 52-55 1990


The expert's opinion (Interview with Donald A. Marchand, Dean of the School of Information Studies, Syracuse University). Mehdi Khoostrowpour. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 2: 39-42 Spring 90

The expert's opinion (Interview with Dr. Jan Meyer, manager of human resources at United Airlines). Keren Mowery. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 3: 34-36 Summer 90


Help your students chart the path to successful careers in information processing. Della L. Cooper. Miss BEA Y, Vol. 18: 52-55 1990


Information resource management and the end user: some implications for education. Eugene J. Rathwohl. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 3: 2-7 Summer 90

Information systems implementation success: a causal analysis using the linear structural relations model. Mo Adam Mahmood. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 4: 2-14 Fall 90

Information system implementation success: a causal analysis using the linear structural relations model. Mo Adam Mahmood. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 4: 2-14 Fall 90

1990 Business Education Index


A key to the future: microcomputer applications. Jan Patton. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 31-32 Fall 90

Knowledge and skills suitable for entry in the information industry. Thomas V. Atkins and Nicholas C. Georgantzas. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 81-88 Nov 89


Legal requirements for electronic data interchange records. Donald S. Skupsky. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 4: 42, 44-45, 55 Oct 90

Libraries and campus information: redrawing the boundaries. Pat Molholt. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 5: 20-21, 42-43 Feb 90


The management of microcomputer laboratory resources. Louis M. Johnson and Parthasarati Dileepan. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 53-56 Summer 90

Managerial employment and information technology— an exploration of organizational dynamics. Jonathan A. Morell and David Sutherland. OSRAJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 15-25 Spring 90


Sophisticated schedules: managing tax forms with PlanPerfect. Steven W. Bentley. WP Mag, 37-41 Ap 90


Usage of and support for information centers: an exploratory survey. Efraim Turban and Joseph Walls. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 2: 2-15 Spring 90

The use of a GDSS tool in regional economic planning: a case study. L. Floyd Lewis, Ken S. Keleman and Joseph E. Garcia. IRMJ, Vol. 3, No. 4: 16-27 Fall 90


Why literacy is everybody's business. Ronald C. Pilenzo. Mod OffTech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 82, 84 Nov 90


Computer labs


Data processing

The attitude of the Utah State University community toward software piracy. James Scott Plastow. Utah State University, Master's thesis 1989


Identification of competencies needed by business data processing employees at selected business firms. Lisa Hudgens. Southern Illinois University, Master's thesis 1989

Integration, connectivity becoming industry focus (includes data processing reference chart). Patricia Panchak. Mod OffTech, Vol. 35, No. 1: 86,88-90,92-93 Ja 90


1990 Business Education Index


Coming to terms with your surge protector. Michael Bellino. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 14,16 My 90


Methods to ensure your OA security. Greg Battaglia. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 68,70,72 Ju 90


Power protection keeps office systems out of harm's way. Angela Cody. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 2: 11-12,14 Ji 90


The real data communications security problems. Belden Menkus. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 86 Ju 90


The trends in computer data backup and storage. Hatold J. Wiens. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 82, 84, 86 Nov 90

Database management

Check it out: computerize your checkbook with PlanPerfect. Allen Biehl. WP Mag, 45-47 Feb 90


Doing business with DataPerfect: part II creating a relational database. Allen Biehl. WP Mag, 39-41 Ju 90


Microcomputer databases in the classroom: it’s time to pay the (design) piper. Peter Rob and C. Nathan Adams. JComp Infosys, Vol. 31, No. 1: 18-24 Fall 90

Decision support systems


Expert systems

Artificial intelligence and expert systems. Harold O. Wilson and Anna Marie Burford. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 6: 275-279 Mr 90


Networks


The LAN before time. Cheryl D. Snapp. WP Mag, 40-43 Feb 90


Taking the guesswork out of networking. Joel Levy and Robert Miller. Today’s Off, Vol. 24, No. 8: 9, 10 Ju 90


Programming


Selecting the appropriate applications environment and systems development strategy for fourth generation languages. Matthew A. Tillman and David (Chi-Chung) Yen. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 31, No. 1: 1-9 Fall 90


KEYBOARDING/TYPWRITING


The art of championship typing or keyboarding (based on a talk and demonstration by Cortez Peters). Sherry Bever. Kan Bus Tchr, Vol. 43, No. 2: 13, 14 Spring 90


Changing to meet the challenges: incorporating a new keyboarding system. Candy Duncan Evans, Nancy Gonzenbach and Joyce L. Sheets. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 45-47 Fall 89

The championship science of teaching typewriting (a talk by Cortez Peters and recorded by the author).
Electronic typewriters push the technology envelope. 
Lura K. Romei. Mod OffTech, Vol. 35, No. 5: 56,58 My 90

Electronic typewriters--follow-up study of retention. M. Sue Doret. Northwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989


An experiment to compare the effectiveness of two methods of incorporating language arts skill into keyboarding. Anita B. Parciasepe. Montclair State College, Master's thesis 1989

The feasibility of offering keyboarding courses at the elementary and/or the middle/junior high school level. Shirley M. Claybaugh. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988


The Herzog system of keyboarding. Marilyn Lewis. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 4: 1, 8 Mar 90


The effect of prior keyboard use on keyboarding techniques and skill development of secondary beginning typewriting students. Sherry L. Swanson. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988


Electronic typewriters are alive and well, thank you! (includes buyer's guide to electronic typewriters). Janet Endrijonas. Office, Vol. 111, No. 6: 72-73,75-77 Ju 90


A new approach to typewriting: microcomputer applications. Anna Nohavitza. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 11-12 Fall 90


Positive skill transfer: interactive computing as a function of typing skill. Debra Lee Hawker Hulick. Utah State University, Master's thesis 1989

Preparing students for increased productivity. Lila Prigge, Sue Heidt and Sandy Hoffman. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 8: 14, 16-17 My 90


The relationship of computer activities and computer time to keyboarding skill with implications for productivity. Dorothy Viola Lynch Schueler. University of Houston, Doctoral dissertation 1989


A study of typewriting textbook readability: the selection of an appropriate textbook for use with bilingual students of McKinley County, New Mexico. Macky L. Myers. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988

A study of the effects of preparation techniques using a multiplicity of machines in beginning typewriting. Lynne A. Hopper. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988

A study to determine the status of keyboarding instruction in public elementary schools in Union County. Wayne L. Johnson. Montclair State College, Master's thesis 1989


Success is at your fingertips! Jo'n A. Spring. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 23-24 Fall 90


Teaching typewriting with microcomputers. Robert N. Hanson and Susan Switzer. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 5: 14, 16-17 Feb 90


Using an interdisciplinary approach to teach keyboarding skills to elementary school students. Carolee Sormunen and Gail Wickersham. NABTE Rev, No. 16: 59-61 1989-90 Issue

Proofreading


MARKETING

College provides mail-order assistance. Lucy S. Gordon. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 19 Ja 90


Marketing in the 1990s: "laser-beam" style. George Nordhaus. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 4: 9, 11 Mr 90

The sales demonstration. Doris Van Horn-Christopher. ABC Bull, Vol. 53, No. 4: 28-29 Dec 90

Service with a smile (community banks). Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 5: 15 My 90

Marketing education


Blend customer service training into your business courses. Alan S. Mann. OBT, Vol. 50: 51-55 Ap 90


Classroom research in marketing education. Rodney E. Davis and Ralph D. Wray. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 12-13 Ja 90


"Dazzle me." Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 18-19 Ja 90


Definition of marketing programs challenged. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 6-7 Ja 90


Education partnerships with professional associations. Horace C. Robertson. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 5: 8 My 90


In-school marketing: lifesaver or corruptive force? Stewart W. Husted. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 10 Ja 90


Marketing education, a California perspective. Stephen E. Rogers and Madeline R. Wolfe. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 15-19 Winter 90

Marketing education and the local community. Diane Sibberson. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 3: 18 Ja 90


Marketing's view of retrained scholars as a solution to its faculty shortage. Stephen J. Grove, Patricia A. Knowles and Gregory M. Pickett. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 3: 110-115 Dec 89


packaging marketing education. Diane Herman. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 5: 7 My 90


Research to support marketing curricula. Lisa M. Fischer. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 4: 16-17 Mr 90


Teaching marketing. Lois Farese. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 19-21 Fall 90


What makes a successful marketing educator? Nancy Ruff. Ideas, Vol. 5, No. 4: 14-15 Mr 90


MICROCOMPUTERS

Accessories can civilize your PC. Angela Cody. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 4: 52-54 Sep 90
1990 Business Education Index

The advent of the executive workstation. Jane Cimo. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1, 11 Ja 90

Alternate pedagogical approach to teaching a business school computer concepts course. Patricia Veasey D'Souza. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 57-61 Summer 90


Buyers' guide to PC & business computers. Office, Vol. 112, No. 4: 96-100 Oct 90


Choosing the right printer. WP Mag, 40, 42-43 Oct 90

Collaborating in the capture lab: computer support for group writing. Mary Elwart-Kyss and Marjorie Horton. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 2: 38-44 Ju 90


Computer-aided editing. Bridget N. O'Connor. OSRA 1, Vol. 8, No. 1: 35-36 Fall 89


The computer as a resource tool in basic business. Dennis E. Bauer. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 19-20 Ja 90

Computer graphics field keeps growing. Gloria M. Curry. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 85,88 Mr 90


Computer printers gain from technical advances. Ellen Braun. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 70, 72-73 Nov 90


Computer-aided editing. Bridget N. O'Connor. OSRA 1, Vol. 8, No. 1: 35-36 Fall 89


The computer as a resource tool in basic business. Dennis E. Bauer. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 4: 19-20 Ja 90

Computer graphics field keeps growing. Gloria M. Curry. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 85,88 Mr 90


Computer printers gain from technical advances. Ellen Braun. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 70, 72-73 Nov 90


A comparative study of using electronic typewriters and computers to achieve speed and accuracy in keyboarding classes. Frances B. Williams.

Developing a middle school computer curriculum guide. Frances L. Jackson. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 44, No. 8: 8-10 My 90


Does prior computer use have an effect on keyboarding techniques and skills? Geri Ohman. University of Wisconsin-Superior, Master's thesis 1989


The effect on achievement of using microcomputer general ledger software as a problem solving tool in the Principles of Accounting I course in a community college. Dennis Patrick Greer. Utah State University, Doctoral dissertation 1989


Fontless printing. Michelle Pfister. WP Mag, 53-54, 56 Feb 90


Getting around: learning to drive your cursor. LaRene Gaunt. WP Mag, 67-69 Sep 90


The hard facts about hard disks. Steve Davis. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 8: 52-53 Ji 90


How computers enhance visual presentations. Leon N. Johnson. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 12, 14 Mr 90

How to get the most from your spreadsheet. James R. Olson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 1: 12, 14-15 Jan 90


Implications of computer usage for business educators. Diane R. Pannell. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1988


Integration of microcomputers in collegiate written business communication courses. Christine Irvine. Oklahoma State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

An investigation into computer education offered in New Hampshire secondary schools as perceived by teachers and compared to the needs of business as perceived by data processing managers. George E. Carter. Boston University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

A key to the future: microcomputer applications. Jan Patton. BEW, Vol. 71, No. 1: 31-32 Fall 90

Keyboarding: an important microcomputer course. Roy W. Hedrick. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 2: 91-93 Nov 89

Laptops define where your workplace can be. Robert Moskowitz. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 8: 17-18, 20 Aug 90

Laptops, palmtops--which computer are you buying? Patrick J. O'Connor. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 14, 19-20 My 90

Leverage a PC investment with workgroup software. Doug Dayton. Office, Vol. 111, No. 5: 40, 42 My 90


Look into support options before you acquire a PC. Betty Steele Walker. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 29-30 My 90

A look to the future. WP Mag, 52, 54, 58 Oct 90
1990 Business Education Index


Maintenance products keep your PC up and running. James S. Pond. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 1: 43-44 Ju 90

The management of microcomputer laboratory resources. Louis M. Johnson and Parthasarati Dileepan. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 53-56 Summer 90


The microcomputer as an effective decision support tool in managerial productivity. Vivek Shah, Joan C. Roderick and Gary D. Buckner. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 5: 197-201 Feb 90

Microcomputer databases in the classroom: it's time to pay the (design) piper. Peter Rob and C. Nathan Adams. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 31, No. 1: 18-24 Fall 90


Microcomputer skills needed by College of Business Administration graduates and the adequacy of instruction in those skills as perceived by business managers and collegiate faculty. Kari Keating Anderson. University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Doctoral dissertation 1989


Move over PCs: workstations want your office space. Sharon Lund O'Neil. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 2: 21-22 Winter 90

A new approach to typewriting: microcomputer applications. Anna Nohavitza. BEW, Vol. 7, No. 1: 11-12 Fall 90


The pc-fax connection & what it means to you. David Atlas. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 7: 58, 60, 62, 64 JI 90

The PC-LAN bridge for communication. G. Gordon Long. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 2: 80, 82, 84 Feb 90


PC operating systems carve out separate identities. Amy D. Wohl. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 10: 54, 56-57 Mr 90


PC training lays the groundwork for successful computing. Steve Davis. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 12: 17, 21 Mr 90


PCs and presentations. Nick Polyak. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 4: 14-16 Ap 90


Protecting computers from erratic power. Margaret A. Rodenberg. Office, Vol. 112, No. 6: 12, 14, 16-17 Dec 90

Providing students with computer skills and a competitive advantage in today's job market. Reed...


Purchasing a microcomputer: criteria to be considered. Steve Corder and Ralph Jr. Ruby. Bus Ed Fonim, Vol. 44, No. 6: 3-7 Mr 90

The relationship of computer activities and computer time to keyboarding skill with implications for productivity. Dorothy Viola Lynch Schueler. University of Houston, Doctoral dissertation 1989


Shifting into reverse: printing white on black with a PostScript printer. S. Scott Zimmerman. WP Mag, 61-63 Ap 90


Speeding up 5.1: more horsepower from your hardware. Tim Holder. WP Mag, 37-41 Nov 90

Spreadsheets are answer to PC what-if variables. Dorothy M. Pearson. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 80, 82-83 Nov 90


Student writing: can the machine maim the message? Marcia Peoples Halio. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 4: 16-19, 45 Ji 90

A study of selected hands-on computer related task performances of PSI office personnel in Wichita, Kansas metropolitan area. Ruthann Dirks. Oklahoma State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988


A survey of software and hardware usage in Solano County secondary business education programs. Philip Tomatisini. San Francisco State University, Master's thesis 1988
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HEIDT, Sue, et al.
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HENEFREUND, William
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HENDRICKSON, Jo M., et al.
Television viewing and the role of the middle school educator. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 6: 267-270 Feb 90
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HENSEL, John
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HENSON, K., et al.
Questioning: an effective teaching method. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 9: 420-422 My 90
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HERMAN, Roger E.
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HOPPER, Lynne A.
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KELEMAN, Ken S., et al.
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KOEHLER, Michael
Teacher autonomy: just how far have we come?. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 51-53 Sep/Oct 90

KOHL, John P.
--and David B. Stephens

Equal employment opportunity in America: teaching the basics to managers and supervisors. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 3: 120-124 Dec 89
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The AIDS crisis in America: materials for inclusion in business school curricula. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 6: 260-263 Mr 90
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Time as a direct source of utility: the case of price information search for groceries. JCons Aff, Vol. 24, No. 1: 89-109 Summer 90
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KOTLER, Janet
Educating for citizenship: teaching public issues. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 4: 55-56 Dec 90

KOTLIK, Joe W., et al.
Computer and software use in Louisiana business education programs. NABTE Rev, No. 17: 4-7 1990 Issue

KRASKA, Kimberly Lynn
A survey of the model office/integrated business simulation programs in the state of Minnesota. The University of North Dakota, Master's thesis 1989

KROHN, Franklin B. and Zafar U. Ahmed
Internationalizing business programs at non-AACSB-accredited collegiate institutions. JEB, Vol. 66, No. 2: 78-82 Nov/Dec 90

KRUK, Leonard B.
Technosecs: are you ready? Sec, Vol. 50, No. 4: 10-11 Ap 90

KUCEYESKI, Rose
Teaching dictation skills for today's office. OBT, Vol. 50: 46-49 Ap 90

KUMAR, G.S. and B. Wayne Kemp
Student evaluations: are we using them correctly?. JEB, Vol. 66, No. 2: 106-111 Nov/Dec 90

KUMAR, Vijay
Concurrent control and recovery in main memory databases. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 3: 24-30 Spring 90

KUNDEY, Gary E.
The effects of employment mobility on the state retirement benefits of college faculty members. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 2: 207-221 Spring 90

KUPSH, Joyce, et al.


KUSCHEL, Chris and Bill Patton
Business education: are your program and school accountable? NATEBE Notes, 7-9 Spring 90
KUUUKMAE, Suzanne Carole
A study investigating the use of an instructional guide for punctuation to improve students ability to punctuate business correspondence. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

KWAK, Han S. and Edward L. Vockell
Martial arts in the classroom. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 61-63 Sep/Oct 90

LA ROSA, Patricia A.

LABARRE, James and Gregg Condon

LACROSS, Ron and Mary H. Pettaway
Moving toward technology education and the business education cluster. MBEA, Vol. 55, No. 3: 1, 8 Ja 90

LACY, Richard M., -and Berle Haggblade
Using grammar-checking software to help evaluate student writing. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 15-17 Spring 90

LA RIVIERE, Elizabeth A.

LARSEN, Bryan
Blast off with keyboard merge: status sheets soar at Hercules. WP Mag, 54-58 Dec 90

LARSEN, Gwynne
The power of WordPerfect's macro feature. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 27-28 Fall 89

LARSEN, Iva May
An exploration of the requirements for certification in business education, testing requirements, and reciprocity in the fifty states. University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Doctoral dissertation 1989

LARSEN, Ronald L.
The collobratory: the network as testbed for a distributed electronic library. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 5: 22-23, 35-37 Feb 90

LARSON, Steven B.
Teaching desktop publishing. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 21,23 Fall 89

LASSITER, Cathy and Dee Dee Feser

LAVIDER, Michael, et al.
Do students represent a viable source of data for researching business social responsibility and ethical issues?. J Comp Infosys, Vol. 30, No. 4: 26-30 Summer 90

LAUER, William C.

LAUFER, Doug and Rick Crosser
The "writing-across-the-curriculum" concept in accounting and tax courses. JEB, Vol. 66, No. 2: 83-87 Nov/Dec 90

LAVOIE, Francis J.
Digital is dictation's future. Mod Off Tech, Vol. 35, No. 4: 82,84,86 Ap 90

LAWLESS, Mary Alice
An audiovisual approach to communicating ideas. Office, Vol. 111, No. 3: 42,44 Mr 90

LAWSON, Colin W
Undergraduate economics education in English and Welsh universities. J Econ Ed, Vol. 20, No. 4: 391-404, Fall 89
LAYDU, Shirlee
Our trek to the world of high tech word processing. Office, Vol. 112, No. 5: 76, 128 Nov 90

LAYMAN, Katie and LaVaughn Hart
Desktop publishing and graphic design. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 22-23 Spring 90

LEE, Debra Dell, et al.

LEE, L., et al.
Questioning: an effective teaching method. Clearinghs, Vol. 63, No. 9: 420-422 My 90

LEFEVRE, Dave
Help! (using F3 in WordPerfect). WP Mag, 66-68 Oct 90

LEHMAN, Carol M.
--and Connie M. Ford
--and Barbara A. Spencer
Analyzing ethical issues: essential ingredient in the business communication course of the 1990s. ABC Bul, Vol. 53, No. 3: 7-16 Sep 90
--and other authors

LEISLEY, Michael F.
Dictation is keeping up with the way we think. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 6: 28-29 Ju 90

LEMAY, Melanie
The phantom boss. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 7: 10-12 Aug/ Sep 90

LEONARD, Donald J. and Jeannette W. Gilsdorf

LEONARD, Rex, et al.
Student employment may undermine school experience. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 64-68 Sep/ Oct 90

LESTER, Paula E.

LETCHER, David W.
Teaching college microcomputer modules: a curriculum experiment. JEB, Vol. 66, No. 2: 97-100 Nov/Dec 90

LEVINE, Vivian
Shred it! ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 1: 14-16 Ja 90

LEVY, Joel and Robert Miller
Taking the guesswork out of networking. Today's Off, Vol. 25, No. 1: 52-54 Ju 90

LIEBERMAN, Marc
How budget deficits cause trade deficits: the simple analytics. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 4: 388-394 Fall 90

LILLYDAHL, Jane H.
Academic achievement and part-time employment of high school students. J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 3: 307-316 Summer 90

LINDAUER, David L.

LINDER, Joan H.
Accepting criticism gracefully. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 5: 29 My 90
How to get your boss to change. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 3: 16,18 Mr 90

LINDLER, Joan H.
Swearing, sexism, and nosy coworkers. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 7: 34 Aug/Sep 90

LINDO, David K.
Pare your overhead costs to increase profitability. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 74,76,78-79 Nov 90

LINDSEY, Ruth and Douglas D. Gorrie

LININGER, Schuyler W.
Of mice and menus: using 5.1's pull-down options--an alternate to function keys. WP Mag, 51-52, 54-55 Ju 90

LINN, Marcia C. and Michael J. Clancy
Designing instruction to take advantage of recent advances in understanding cognition. Acad Comp, Vol. 4, No. 7: 20-23,35-41 Ap 90

LIU, Wallace, et al.
System implementation effects on users' attitudes toward data processing and office automation. OSRA, Vol. 8, No. 1: 1-5 Fall 89

LOMO-DAVID, Ewuukgem
A comparison of spreadsheets usage in Management Information Systems (MIS) depts. of selected U.S. top 1,000 companies and spreadsheets courses taught in MIS departments of member institutions of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Memphis State University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

**
Spreadsheets: are colleges of business teaching the applications needed by employers? NABTE Rev, No. 16: 52-55 1989-90 Issue

LONG, Gordon G.
Fax still shines brightly as office star of the '90s. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 5: 32,36,38-40 My 90

**
For mailroom efficiency try first-class planning. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 3: 56,58,60-61 Mr 90

**
The mailroom's impact on business efficiency. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 9: 64,66-68 Sep 90

**
PC-fax boards merge two hot technologies. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 11: 33-34,36 Nov 90

**
The PC-LAN bridge for communication. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 2: 80, 82, 84 Feb 90

**
Telephone and fax systems are office essentials. Off Sys, Vol. 7, No. 4: 16,18 Ap 90

LONG, Jay E.
A study of the effect of individually guided instruction and traditional instruction on achievement of college-level business communication students in the basic writing skills. Temple University, Doctoral dissertation 1988

LONGINETTI, Gene
Attracting the college-bound student. CBT, Vol. 4, No. 1: 8-9 Spring 90

LONGSTREET, Wilma S. and Karen H. Harris
Alternative testing and the national agenda for control. Clearingsh, Vol. 64, No. 2: 90-93 Nov/Dec 90

LONIGRO, Teri
Discriminating among diskettes. Today's Off, Vol. 24, No. 9: 45-46 Feb 90

LOPUS, Jane S.
Do additional expenditures increase achievement in the high school economics class? J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 3: 277-286 Summer 90

LORTON, Verna E.

LOWN, Jean M. and Janeen Cook

LOWRY, Phillip E., et al.
The AIDS crisis in America: materials for inclusion in business school curricula. JEB, Vol. 65, No. 6: 260-263 Mr 90

LUCKNER, John L.
Information processing: implications for educators. Clearingsh, Vol. 64, No. 2: 99-102 Nov/Dec 90

LUK, Vivienne, et al.

LUNA, Barbara A.
Modifications that should be made in the Missouri Secretarial/Office Technology Curriculum Guide. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 1989

LUNDGREN, Terry D.

LYNCH, David, et al.
Ideas and resources for implementing peer evaluation of writing in the classroom. DPEInstr, Vol. 6, No. 2: 1-4 Spring 90

LYNCH, Gerald J.
The effect of teacher course work on student learning: evidence from the TEL (Test of Economic Literacy). J Econ Ed, Vol. 21, No. 3: 287-296 Summer 90

LYNCH, Jay E.
Marketing education: a decade of progress in curriculum and instructional materials. BEW, Vol. 70, No. 1: 29-31 Fall 89

LYNESS, Ellen E.
Working together as one great team. Sec, Vol. 50, No. 7: 14-16 Aug/Sep 90
LYON, Matthew and Vicki L. Berndt
A computer system for historical radiological documentation. ARMA Qtrly, Vol. 24, No. 3: 27-30, 32 Jl 90

MACARTHUR, Sheila S., et al.
Student employment may undermine school experience. Clearinghs, Vol. 64, No. 1: 64-68 Sep/Oct 90

MACCALLUM, Virginia and Helen Rothschild Ewald
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